RationalChoice, BehavioralEconomics,
and the Law
RichardA. Posner*
INTRODUCTION

Jolls, Sunstein, and Thaler wish to use the insights of behavioral economics to improve economic analysis of law, which they believe to be
handicappedby its commitmentto the assumptionthat people are rational.1
The editors of the Review have asked me to comment on JST's paper, no
doubt because of my identificationwith rational-choiceeconomics. Since
JST complain with some justice that economists and economically minded
lawyers do not always make clear what they mean by "rationality,"let me
make clear at the outset what I mean by the word: choosing the best means
to the chooser's ends. For example, a rationalperson who wants to keep
warm will comparethe alternativemeans known to him of keeping warm in
terms of cost, comfort, and other dimensionsof utility and disutility, and will
choose from this array the means that achieves warmth with the greatest
margin of benefit over cost, broadly defined. Rational choice need not be
conscious choice. Rats are at least as rationalas humanbeings when rationality is defined as achieving one's ends (survival and reproduction,in the
case of rats) at least cost.
No doubt my definition lacks precision and rigor. But it is good enough
to indicatethe differencein approachbetween rational-choiceeconomics and
behavioraleconomics.
I don't doubt that there is something to behavioral economics, and that
law can benefit from its insights.2 The phenomena that JST discuss and
Copyright? 1998by RichardA. Posner.
* Chief
Judge,U.S. Courtof Appealsfor the SeventhCircuit;SeniorLecturer,Universityof
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1. See ChristineJolls, CassR. Sunstein& RichardThaler,A BehavioralApproachto Lawand
Economics,50 STAN.L. REV.1471(1998) [hereinafter
"JST"].
2. For an illustrativerecentstudythat JST do not cite, see LarryT. Garvin,AdequateAssurance of Performance:Of Risk,Duress, and Cognition,69 U. COLO.L. REV.71, 140-174 (1998).
For a useful surveyof behavioraleconomics,differingfromJST's in not highlightinglegal applica1 (1998).
tions,see MatthewRabin,PsychologyandEconomics,36 J. ECON.LITERATURE
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document under the rubric of behavioral economics are real, and some of
them challenge at least the simplest rational-choicemodels. The paper itself
is lucid, plausible, impressive in its range of references, and in many places
ingenious. A useful synthesis and extension of the existing literature,it is the
first paper to try to relate behavioral economics as a whole to economic
analysis of law as a whole. The many strengthsof the paper are, however,
self-evident, so I shall concentrateon what seem to me to be its weaknesses.
JST overarguetheir case. This is primarilybecause of a failure to specify clearly the domains of either behavioral economics or what JST call
"conventional"economic analysis of law. Some of the insights they ascribe
to behavioral economics are already a part of economic analysis of law,
which long ago abandonedthe model of hyperrational,emotionless, unsocial,
supremelyegoistic, nonstrategicman (or woman3)that JST in places appear
to ascribe to it.4 Otherpoints they make are new labels for old challenges to
the economic model of behaviorthat owe nothingto behavioraleconomics in
any distinctive sense. Othersare best explainedby referenceto evolutionary
considerations that play no role in behavioral economics, at least as conceived by JST.5 Others are only weakly supported. And despite the length
of the paper, the range of legal doctrines, institutions, and procedures discussed in it is meager in comparison to the rich canvass of prebehavioral
economic analysis of law. The paper is critical of the efforts of economists
to enrich the model of rationalchoice, efforts that the paper describes as ad
hoc, yet its own approachis ad hoc; and though it prides itself on empirical
rigor and predictive accuracy, it is deficient in both qualities. These are remediable deficiencies, however, and I expect that they will be remedied in
futurework by these and otherscholars.
JST don't actually tell us what "behavioraleconomics" means. But implicitly they define it negatively: It is economics minus the assumptionthat
people are rationalmaximizersof their satisfactions. Its relation to standard
economics is thus a bit like the relation of non-Euclideanto Euclidean geometry, though with the importantdifferencethat non-Euclideangeometry is
as theoretically rigorous as Euclidean geometry, whereas behavioral economics is, as we shall see, antitheoretical.

3. The term "rational man" is not intended to connote gender. Economic analysis of law, like
economic analysis generally, assumes that women are rational to the same degree as men.
4. It is noteworthy that Professor Coase, whom JST properly regard as a principal founder of
"conventional" law and economics (of which the Coase theorem is indeed a cornerstone), rejects the
traditional economic model of man as a rational maximizer of his satisfactions. See RONALD H.
COASE,THEFIRM,THEMARKET,ANDTHELAW:ESSAYSON THEINSTITUTIONAL
STRUCTURE
OF
4 (1988); Ronald H. Coase, The New Institutional Economics, 140 J. INSTITUTIONAL
PRODUCTION
& THEORETICAL
ECON.229, 231 (1984).
5. This qualification is implicit in all I say in this comment about behavioral economics. I am
not familiar with the full range of the behavioral economics literature.
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I. THETHREE"BOUNDEDS"ANDTHEINTERFACE
BETWEENECONOMICS
ANDPSYCHOLOGY

A. BoundedRationality
Behavioral economics rejects the assumption that people are rational
maximizers of preference satisfaction in favor of assumptions of "bounded
rationality,""boundedwillpower," and "bounded self-interest." The first,
and most familiar,of these terms refers to the fact that people have cognitive
quirks that prevent them from processing informationrationally. This phenomenon is distinct from positive informationcosts. The latterphenomenon
conventional rational-choicetheory has no difficulty assimilating. Rationality does not imply omniscience. Indeed, it would be profoundlyirrationalto
spend all one's time in the acquisitionof information.
The cognitive quirksthat set bounds on rationalmaximizing include the
availabilityheuristic,overoptimism,the sunk-cost fallacy, loss aversion, and
framingeffects, all clearly explainedby JST. The evidence for the existence
of these quirks(and more broadly,if less interestingly,for the fact that there
is plenty of bad thinking) is considerable,and an especially persuasive part
of their paper shows that the quirksmust be taken into account in the design
of an effective programof public information,althoughI do think JST make
one mistake in their discussion of informationstrategies. They recommend,
as an effective method of deterringunlawful behavior, making law enforcement "highly visible," as by replacing conventional parking tickets with
"large, brightly-coloredtickets that read 'VIOLATION' in large letters on
the driver's side window."6 This is actually a risky deterrentstrategy. Suppose that the police ticket only one in every hundredviolators. The low
probabilityof being ticketed will be highlightedby the increasedvisibility of
the tickets. Ask yourself: Would deterrencebe increasedor decreasedif law
enforcement authoritiesinformed the public of the actual probabilitythat a
given offense would result in arrest,prosecution,and conviction?
A much larger problem is JST's failure to distinguish between impediments to clear instrumentalreasoning and preferences that we enlightened
observers may think silly. Take the case of a person who will eat a lobster
contentedlyif he doesn't see it when it's alive, but if he's asked to pick it out
of a lobstertank will lose his appetitefor it. JST would say that this person's
mind had been fogged by the availabilityheuristic. But an alternativeinterpretationis that this person simply has differentpreferencesfor two different
goods: One is a lobster seen only after being cooked, and the other is a lobster seen before, in his living state, as well as after. These are different
goods in the same way that a good that comes in pretty wrapping paper is
6. JST,supranote 1, at 1538.
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different from a good that comes in a brownpaperbag. There is no basis for
pronouncing a difference in preferenceswith regardto such pairs of goods
irrational(althoughethical criticism may be possible, as animal-rightsadvocates remindus)-or for dismissing the differenceas a productof"emotion."
When people react with fright to a horrorfilm, we might be tempted to say
that they are being irrational,because the movie is make-believe. But preferences cannotbe divorced from emotion, or emotion from their stimuli, and
so instrumental reasoning cannot be thought pervaded with irrationality
merely because a frequent goal of such reasoning is a preference that we
would not have if we were not emotional beings. The way to distinguish a
real cognitive quirk from an emotion-drivenpreference is to ask whether if
you point out to a person the "irrationality"of his action he either will
change it or at least will admitthathe is being irrational. Obviously it would
do nothing to the preference for horror movies to point out that they are
make believe; the people who watch them know that already.
Moreover,the fact thatpeople are not always rational,even that some are
irrationalmost or all of the time, is not in itself a challenge to rational-choice
economics. Many people have an irrationalfear of flying. It is an irrational
fear, I concede, ratherthanjust an aversion that we may not share, because
the people who harborit believe it is irrational. They know that the surfacetransportationalternativesare more dangerous, and they want above all to
avoid being killed; yet they choose the more dangerousmode anyway. Their
regret,embarrassment,and annoyancewith themselves distinguishtheir case
from that of the people who like horrormovies. But their irrationalitydoes
not invalidatethe economic analysis of transportation,althoughit may show
why pecuniaryand time costs, and accidentrates, may not explain the entire
difference between the demandfor air transportationand the demand for its
substitutes. A preference can be taken as a given, and economic analysis
proceed as usual, even if the preferenceis irrational.
Voting, one of JST's own examples of irrationalbehavior, can be analyzed similarly. Voting is irrational(at least when viewed as an instrumental
act) because it costs something (chiefly time) to vote, yet there is no offsetting benefit to the individualvoter because virtuallyno elections are decided
by one vote. But treatingthe desire to vote as a given, the economist can
answer importantquestions about voting behavior. These questions include
why the old vote more than the young, why retiredpeople vote more than
unemployedpeople (even though both groups might seem to have low costs
of time), and why turnoutis greaterin a close election.7 It is not because
one's vote is more likely to make a difference-even close elections are not
decided by one vote-but because the costs of information are lower the

7. See RICHARD
A. POSNER,AGINGANDOLDAGE 148-152 (1995).
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more publicity an electoral contest generates, and close elections generate
more publicity thanone-sided ones.
B. Bounded Willpower
This term is a relabeling of weakness of will. (JST may have attached
the word "bounded"to each of their three categories in order to create the
appearance that their paper is indeed proposing a unified framework of
analysis.) Most of us have experiencedthe sensation of being tor between
two selves-a "good"self that has our long-runwelfare in mind and a "bad,"
short-sightedself-and of the "bad"self winning unless strenuousefforts are
made to thwarthim. Hyperbolicdiscountingis said to illustratethe operation
of weakness of will, although it can equally well be understoodin terms of
informationcosts. A hyperbolicdiscounterincreaseshis discount rate as the
costs or benefits that he is discountingbecome more imminent. For example, if you asked me whetherI would ratherhave $1,000 in the year 2010 or
$800 in the year 2009, I would almost certainly say $1,000 in 2010. But if
you asked me whetherI would ratherhave $800 today or $1,000 a year from
now, I might very well say $800 now. And this would markme as a hyperbolic discounter. But the reason for the different reactions may simply be
that I lack a clear conception of my consumptionneeds a decade and more
hence. I cannot imagine what might make me pay in effect a huge interest
rate to reallocate consumptionfrom 2010 to 2009. The fact that knowledge
and imagination are "bounded"just shows, what no rational-choiceeconomist doubts,that informationcosts are positive.
I do not doubt that there is such a thing as weakness of will, even if hyperbolic discounting is not a good example of it. But unlike the cognitive
quirks ("boundedrationality"),it can be analyzed within the frameworkof
rational-choicetheory.8 This is true even of those cases that cannot be referred to the difficulty of the choice facing the individual. We can be torn
between alternativecourses of action because of uncertainty. That poses no
puzzle at all for rational-choicetheory. What does pose a puzzle is refusing
to keep chocolate in the house because of fear of not being able to overcome
temptation. Explaining such behavior in rational-choiceterms may nevertheless be possible, but it may requireabandoninga tacit assumptionof most
economic analysis-that the self is a unity-in favor of a conception of the
person as a locus of differentselves. All the selves are rationalbut they have
inconsistentpreferences. Examples are a young self versus an old self, with
the formerunwilling to save money so that the lattercan enjoy a high level
of consumption;a pre-accidentself unwilling to spend heavily on accident
insuranceversus a post-accidentself that would have liked the pre-accident
8. As acknowledgedby Rabin,supranote 2, at 39-40.
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self to buy a lot of accidentinsurance;and in the case of the chocolate, a present-orientedself that lives for the moment and a future-orientedself.9 (The
last example is related to the first.) The assumptionof a unitary self is not
inherentin the concept of rationalityused in economics; it is merely a convenient assumptionin most situations that economists analyze. JST do not
discuss the "multipleselves" approach.
This is an example of JST's tendency to give up on rational-choiceeconomics too soon.10 Another is their remarkthat because randomchoice in a
situation of scarcity will generate a downward-sloping demand curve,
"downward-slopingdemand is not evidence in supportof optimizing models.'' Wrong. Buyers do not choose randomly. Rationalityis the only reasonable explanationfor theirreactionsto changes in relative prices. The real
significance of randomnessfor rational-choiceeconomics is in furtherexplaining why that economics can accommodatea good deal of irrationalbehavior without losing predictive force. Most questions economists ask concern aggregateratherthan individualbehavior, for example the effect on the
quantitypurchasedof cigarettesof an increasein the cigaretteexcise tax, not
the effect of the tax increase on Mr. Cigarette Smoker A or Ms. Cigarette
Smoker B. Suppose the tax increaseis two percent and rationalsmokers respond by reducingtheir purchasesof cigarettesby an average of one percent
while the irrationalones respondrandomly-some reduce their purchasesby
fifty percent, some actually increasetheirpurchases,and so on. If the distribution of these randombehaviorshas the same mean as the rationalsmokers'
reaction to the tax, the effect of the tax on the quantity demanded of cigarettes will be identical to what it would be if all cigarette consumers were
9. See, e.g., ThomasC. Schelling,Self-Command
in Practice, in Policy, and in a Theoryof
RationalChoice,96 AM.ECON.REV.,May 1984, Papers& Proceedings,at 1; RichardA. Posner,
Are WeOne Self or MultipleSelves?Implications
THEORY
23
for LawandPublicPolicy, 3 LEGAL
(1997).
10. This tendencyis commonamongbehavioraleconomists. Hereis an examplefromRabin:
"A nominalwage increaseof 5 percentin a periodof 12 percentinflationoffendspeople's sense of
fairnessless thana 7 percentdecreasein a time of no inflation."Rabin,supranote 2, at 36. People
knowthatnot all wages will increaseby the rateof inflation-inflationspells economictrouble,and
only with perfectindexingwouldrealwages remainunaffectedby it. So the failureof one's wage
to rise by the rateof inflationneednot implya criticismof one's work. But a sharpwage cut out of
the blue is frequentlya signalof dissatisfactionwith an employee'swork,andso engendersanxiety
or resentment.The differentreactionsin the two situationsare, thus, quiterationaland easily explained.
11. JST,supra note 1, at 1482. The referenceis to GaryS. Becker,IrrationalBehaviorand

Economic Theory, 70 J. POL.ECON. 1, 4-9 (1962), reprinted in GARYS. BECKER,THEECONOMIC
TOHUMANBEHAVIOR153, 156-63 (1976). Becker's argument is that consumers have
APPROACH

limitedbudgets,andso on averagetheywill purchaseless of a priciergood becausea fixed amount

of money will not buy as much of it. See id. at 5, reprinted in GARYS. BECKER,THEECONOMIC
APPROACHTO HUMANBEHAVIOR153, 158 (1976). Becker did not suggest, however, that most

consumersare irrational,or that well-attestedeconomic phenomenaother than the downwardslopingmarketdemandcurve,such as the tendencyof the pricesof the same good to be equalized,
couldbe explainedwithoutassumingrationality.
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rational. And this is true no matterwhat fraction of cigarette consumers is
irrational.
We are beginning to see that rational-choiceeconomics is more robust
than JST believe, and here is another example. They claim that economic
analysts of self-destructivebehavior, such as drug addiction and unsafe sex,
use rationality"to mean simply that people 'choose' what they 'prefer,'"12
and that this shows that rational-choiceeconomics cannot deal with such behavior. Not so. The economic analysts to whom JST are referringassume
that people do not want to become addicted or to contract AIDS. Their
analysis explores the conditions under which the costs of such behavior,
steep as they are, are nevertheless outweighed by perceived benefits. They
deduce from rational-choicetheory, and then test empirically, nonintuitive
hypotheses about these unconventionalbehaviors. An example of such a
hypothesis is that the long-run price elasticity of addictive goods is high,
ratherthan low as conventionally believed, because the rational addict expects his consumptionof the addictivegood to increase over time, and therefore a price increase has a big long-term effect on his expenses.'3 Another
example is the hypothesis that the AIDS epidemic will increase the rate of
unwantedpregnanciesby inducinga rationalsubstitutionof condoms (which
are good prophylacticsagainst disease but mediocre contraceptives)for the
pill (which is an excellent contraceptive,but no prophylactic).14
Addiction, whetherto crackcocaine or to unsafe sex, is weakness of will
writ large; yet economists can model it in rational-choiceterms. This shows
that the mere existence of the irrationalitiesemphasized in behavioral economics need not derailrational-choiceeconomics.
C. BoundedSelf-Interest
By this JST mean that people sometimes act out of motives (compendiously, for JST, "fairness")that do not seem explicable by self-interest even
in the sense, which is now conventional in rational-choice economics, in
which an altruisticact can be deemed self-interested. All that is requiredto
understandaltruism as a form of rational self-interest is the assumption of
interdependentutilities. If your welfare enters positively into my utility
function,then I can increasemy own welfare by increasingyour welfare; and
if it entersnegatively, then I can increasemy welfare by reducingyours. JST
are not interested in altruism,positive or negative, in the sense of interde12. JST,supranote 1, at 1488.
13. See GaryS. Becker,MichaelGrossman& Kevin M. Murphy,RationalAddictionand the
Effectof Price on Consumption,103 AM. ECON.REV.,May 1991, Papers& Proceedings,at 237,
ACCOUNTING
FORTASTES
77 (1986).
reprintedin GARYS. BECKER,
14. See Tomas J. Philipson& RichardA. Posner,Sexual Behaviour,Disease, and Fertility
& POL'Y91 (1996).
Risk, 1 RISKDECISION
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pendent utilities; that belongs to the domain of rational-choiceeconomics.
They are interestedin cases in which a person will do something for other
people-or againstotherpeople-because he thinks it the fair thing to do.
The lumping in of this phenomenonwith cognitive quirks and weakness
of will is evidence for my point that behavioraleconomics is the negative of
rational-choiceeconomics-the residuumof social phenomena unexplained
by it. JST do not try to connect their claim that "fairness,"which, as I have
just noted, they define in golden-ruleterms (be kind to the kind, and unkind
to the unkind), is importantto some people some of the time with their
claims that people have difficulty processing some types of informationand
subordinatingshort-runto long-runinterests. These are disabilities or insufficiencies; acting in accordancewith notions of fairness is a strength. JST
don't establish a logical or other relation among the three assumptionsthat
define behavioraleconomics. The cognitive quirksbelong to cognitive psychology, weakness of will to the psychology of neurosis and other abnormalities, and fairnessto moralpsychology.
JST's project would be clearer though still not theoretically coherent if
they had entitled theirpaper,"A Psychological Critiqueof Economic Analysis of Law." For they do not have an economic theory to set against rationalchoice theory. I have suggested that rational-choice theory might have
something to say about weakness of will, and we are about to see that it may
have something to say about fairness in the golden-rule sense and about one
of the cognitive quirksas well (the sunk-costsfallacy). About both weakness
of will and the cognitive quirks the obvious question for the economist is
how competition in financial and other markets either fails or succeeds in
"treating"these defects in our perceptions,understandings,and actions; the
analogy would be to health economics. A psychological study of markets
could be called an economic study; economics can be defined by its subject
as well as by its approach. But like standardeconomic analysis of law, JST's
domain is far broaderthan markets. If there is any theory in their approach,
it is not an economic theory. They take a psychological approachto phenomena that are sociological and psychological as much as they are economic, yet call their approacheconomic. It is as if they thought economics
the only social science, which if true would mean that any social scientific
critiqueof economics must itself be a part of economics. That is a considerable complementto economics. But the paperwould be easier to understand
if it were offered to the readeras a contributionto the psychological analysis
of law ratherthanto the economic analysis of law.
II. THE QUESTION OF THEORY

The picture that JST paint with the three "boundeds"is of a person who
has troublethinkingstraightor taking care for the futurebut who at the same
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time is actuatedby a concernwith being fair to otherpeople, including complete strangers. This may be a psychologically realistic picture of the average person,15and it respondsto the familiarcomplaintthat "economic man"
is unrecognizablein real life. But in theory-making,descriptive accuracy is
purchasedat a price, the price being loss of predictivepower. The rationalchoice economist asks what "rationalman" would do in a given situation,16
and usually the answer is prettyclear and it can be comparedwith actual behavior to see whether the predictionis confirmed. Sometimes it is not confirmed-and so we have behavioraleconomics. But it is profoundlyunclear
what "behavioralman"would do in any given situation. He is a compound
of rationaland nonrationalcapacities and impulses. He might do anything.
JST have neithera causal accountof behavioralman nor a model of his decisional structure.
The nebulousness of their ruling concept gives rise to all sorts of questions. Do cognitive quirksdiminish as the costs of yielding to them rise? If
so, why? Does weakness of will vary across people, and, again, if so why?
Do JST believe that their own analysis is marred by cognitive quirks or
weakness of will, or actuatedby a sense of fairness,or of resentmentat being
treatedunfairly?17If not, why not? And are the quirkscurable? Is weakness
of will curable? (Not, can these problemsbe circumvented,as in my chocolate example, but can they be solved, so thatpeople are no longer afflicted by
cognitive deformitiesand lack of willpower.18) Why do JST seem optimistic
that a body of experts charged with regulating risks to safety and health
might be free from cognitive quirksand weakness of will, and that these experts' concept of fairness might line up with the public interest? Why do
JST treat politicians as simple maximizers of the probability of being reelected?
These questions are made both urgent and mysteriousby the undertheorizationof behavioraleconomics. It is undertheorizedbecause of its residual,
and in consequence purely empirical, character. Behavioral economics is
defined by its subject ratherthan by its method and its subject is merely the
15. It is the implicitmodem liberal conceptionof the averageperson-good, but inept, and
for bothreasonsnot very responsiveto incentives,thoughperhapsratherplastic. The implicitconservativeview of the averageperson,in contrast,is thathe is competentbut bad;hence conservatives emphasizeincentivesandconstraints.
16. He need only be rationalwith respectto the particularchoice confrontinghim. People
who aremorbidlyafraidof flying areassumedto respondrationallyto changesin ticketprices,even
thoughit is difficultto give a rationalaccountof theirfears.
17. Rabinclaimsthateconomistsaresubjectto "same-evidencepolarization,"one of the cognitive quirks. See Rabin,supra note 2, at 27 n.21. Well, Rabinis an economist,as are Jolls and
Thaler. Indeed,I give an examplelaterof whereJST appearto have succumbedto the hindsight
fallacy,which is one of the cognitivequirks. See note40 infra.
18. JST seem curiouslyfatalisticaboutthe quirksand the weakness. (This may be because
they have no theoryof wherethese thingscome from.) I returnto this point at the end of my comment. See PartVII infra.
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set of phenomenathat rational-choice
models (or at least the simplestof
do
not
It
would
not
be
if manyof thesephenomena
them)
explain.
surprising
turnedout to be unrelatedto eachother,just as the set of thingsthatarenot
edibleby manincludestones,toadstools,thunderclaps,
andthe Pythagorean
theorem. Describing,specifying,andclassifyingthe empiricalfailuresof a
theoryis a validandimportant
scholarlyactivity. But it is not an alternative
theory.
JST may have overlookedthe distinctionbetweena descriptionand a
theorybecausethey confuseexplanationandprediction.It's easy to formulate a theorythat will explain,in the sense of subsume,all observations
within its domain,howeveranomalousthey are from anothertheoretical
standpoint.The trickis to relaxwhateverassumptionsin the othertheory
made some of the observationsanomalous. The rotationof the moons of
Jupiterwas anomalousin medievalcosmologybecauseeach planet(other
than the earth,which was not considereda planet,but insteadthe center
aroundwhichthe planetsrevolved)was thoughtto be fastenedto a crystalline sphere,whichthemoonswouldhavecollidedwithin theirrotation.The
anomalycouldbe dispelledby assumingthatthe spherewas permeable,or
by assuming(as CardinalBellarminedid in his famousdisputewithGalileo)
thatthe telescopicobservationsthathad disclosedthe rotationof Jupiter's
moonswerea deceitby the devil. Whicheverroutewas taken,the amended
theorywould not generateany predictionsaboutplanetarysatellites;all it
wouldpredictwas thatwhateverwouldbe, wouldbe. Similarly,if rationalchoicetheorybumpsup againstsomeexampleof irrational
behavior,the excan
be
accommodated
the
to
allow
for irrational
ample
by changing theory
behavior. But thereis no greatergain in predictivepowerthanin the cosmologyexample;in bothcases,in fact,thereis a loss.
KarlPopper,whose philosophyhas been highly influentialin economics,19claimed that falsifiability was an essential feature of any useful scien-

tific theory. If a theorycannotbe falsified,neitherit nor its predictionscan
be validated,for everythingthathappensis by definitionconsistentwith the
theory. JST'stheoryseemsperilouslyclose to the abyssof nonfalsifiability;
perhapsit has fallenin. Whenpeopleact rationally,JSTdo not treatthis as
contradictingthe assumptionof boundedwillpower. When people resist
thusdemonstrating
temptations,
strengthof will, this is not treatedas contrathe
of
bounded
dicting assumption
willpower.And whenthey act selfishly,
this is not deemeda contradiction
of the assumptionof boundedself-interest.
If people becamemore rational,this would be attributedto their having
learnedthe lessons of behavioraleconomics,and so wouldoperateto confirm ratherthanrefuteit. So the questionarises,what if any observation
wouldfalsifyJST'stheory?If none,theyhaveno theory,butmerelya set of
19. See RICHARDA. POSNER,THEPROBLEMS
OFJURISPRUDENCE
363 & n.8 (1990).
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challenges to the theory-builders,who in the relevant instances are rationalchoice economists and, I am aboutto suggest, evolutionarybiologists.
III. THEEVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGYOFFAIRNESS

"Fairness"is the vaguest word in the English language but the clearest
example of JST's lack of theoreticalambition. Much of what they discuss
under its rubric, including the ultimatumgame, can be made precise, and
explained, and subsumed under a broad conception of rationality,with the
aid of the evolutionarybiology of positive and negative altruism.
Evolutionarybiology sees altruismas a trait that promotes inclusive fitness, defined as maximizing the numberof copies of one's genes by maximizing the numberof creaturescarryingthem, weighted by the closeness of
the relation.20 The inclusive fitness of a social animal like man is greatly
enhancedby his having a proclivityto help his relatives, and so it is plausible
to suppose that this proclivity evolved as an adaptive mechanism.21 In the
prehistoricepoch in which our instinctualpreferences were formed, people
lived in tiny, isolated bands. Most membersof one's communitywould have
been either one's relatives, or nonrelativeshaving very close affective ties to
one (such as one's mate and his or her family), or at least having very frequent-indeed virtually continuous-face-to-face dealings with one. In
these circumstancesit would not have been essential to have an innate capacity to discriminatebetween relatives and other intimates,on the one hand,
and, on the other hand, those people-call them "strangers"-with whom
one did not have repeatedface-to-face interactions.22
Nowadays we interacta great deal with strangers. But our instincts are
easily fooled when confrontedwith conditions to which humanbeings never
had a chance to adaptbiologically. That is why a pornographicphotograph
can arouse a person sexually or a violent movie frighten an audience; why
20. So, otherthings being equal, havingthreenephews(each a twenty-fivepercentgenetic
copy of you) will contributemore to your inclusivefitness thanhavingone child (a fifty percent
geneticcopy of you). The qualification,"otherthingsbeing equal,"is vital. If yourthreenephews
were muchless likely to surviveto reproductiveage thanthe one child, they would contributeless,
at leaston an expectedbasis,to yourinclusivefitnessthanthe child.
21. See, e.g., SusanM. Essock-Vitale& MichaelT. McGuire,PredictionsDerivedfrom the
Theoriesof Kin Selectionand ReciprocationAssessedby AnthropologicalData, 1 ETHOLOGY
&
SOCIOBIOLOGY
233 (1980) (notingseveralstudieswhichindicatethatpeoplegive moreunreciprocatedhelp to relativesthanto non-relatives).
22. Cf. Charles J. Morgan,Natural Selectionfor Altruismin StructuredPopulations, 6

ETHOLOGY
& SOCIOBIOLOGY
211 (1985) (modeling the evolution of altruistic behavior by assum-

ing thataltruistsonly help membersof theirrespective"clans");CharlesJ. Morgan,EskimoHunt&
ing Groups,Social Kinship,and the Possibility of Kin Selection in Humans, 1 ETHOLOGY
SOCIOBIOLOGY
83 (1979) (demonstrating
a largecorrelationbetweensocial groupingsand genetic

relatedness). This analysis is questioned, however, in ALLAN GIBBARD,WISE CHOICES,APT
A THEORYOFNORMATIVE
FEELINGS:
JUDGMENT
258 n.2 (1990).
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people can love an adoptedinfant as much as they would their own biological child; why people are more frightenedof spiders than of cars and of airplanes than of far more dangerous terrestrialforms of transportation;and
why men do not clamor to be allowed to donate to sperm banks. Voting,
giving to charities, and refrainingfrom littering, in circumstancesin which
there is neither visible reward for these cooperative behaviors nor visible
sanctions for defection, may illustratean instinctual,and as it were biologically mistaken, generalizationof cooperationfrom small-groupinteractions,
in which altruismis rewarded(hence reciprocal)and failures to reciprocate
punished, to large-groupinteractionsin which the prospects of reward and
punishmentare so slight thatcooperationceases to be rational.23
Negative altruism is illustratedby the indignation that we feel when
someone infringes our rights. The extreme expression of this emotion is the
passion for revenge. This may seem the antithesis of rationalthinking, because it flouts the economist's commandmentto ignore sunk costs, to let bygones be bygones. Not that it is irrationalto threatenretaliationin order to
deter aggression; but if the threatfails to deter, carryingout the threatwill
often be irrational. No matterhow much harm you do to the aggressor in
returnfor what he has done to you, the harmthat you have suffered will not
be annulled. Whateverdangersor other burdensyou assume in order to retaliate will merely increase the cost to you of the initial aggression. But if
retaliationis futile for rationalman, this will make the aggressorall the more
likely to attack not the average man but-rational man. For the aggressor
knows that rationalman will treatbygones as bygones (or as economists say,
ignore sunk costs) and will thereforebe less likely to retaliatethan a less rational person. This calculationwill lower the anticipatedcosts of committing
aggression.
Whatwas needed for deterrenceand hence survivalin the state of human
society before there were any formal legal or political institutions,and thus
before it was possible to make a legally enforceablecommitmentto retaliate
againstan aggressor,was an instinctualcommitmentto retaliate. People who
were endowed with an instinct to retaliate would have tended to be more
successful in the struggle for survival than others. Sometimes retaliation
ends in disaster;but inability to make a credible threatto retaliaterendersa
person virtuallydefenseless in a prelegal, prepoliticalsociety. The desire to
take revenge for real or imagined injuries-without calculatingthe net benefits of revenge at the time it is taken, because such calculation would, as I
have suggested, reduce the credibilityof the threatto retaliateand so would
23. See Cristina Bicchieri, Learning to Cooperate, in THE DYNAMICSOF NORMS 17, 39
(Cristina Bicchieri, Richard Jeffrey & Brian Skyrms eds., 1997); ODED STARK,ALTRUISMAND
BEYOND: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF TRANSFERS AND EXCHANGES WITHIN FAMILIES AND

GROUPS
132 (1995). Generalization(less grandly,patternrecognition)seems an innate,and very
valuable,but of coursefallible,capacityof the humananimal.
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invite aggression that would in turnreduce a person's inclusive fitness-may
thereforehave become a part of the human genetic makeup.24Here may be
the biological origin of the sunk-costs fallacy, as well as the explanationfor
the sometimes crazy acts of violence that are common in human societies
even today.
I have contrastedrationalman with vengeful man, but it should be apparentthat the contrastis superficial,that the real contrastis between ex post
and ex ante rationality. Having an unshakablecommitmentto retaliatemay
be ex ante rationalby lowering the risk of being a victim of aggression, even
though, if the risk materializes,acting on the commitmentwill then (that is,
ex post) become irrational. Put differently,a certain emotionality may be a
component of rationality,which I defined at the outset as suiting means to
ends ratherthan as a particularform of ratiocination.
We can see in this example how bringing evolutionarybiology into the
picture-an alternativestrategyto that pursuedby JST-enables the concept
of rationalityto be enlarged to cover phenomena (not only fairness but at
least one of the cognitive quirks,the sunk-costs fallacy) that JST classify as
irrational. They may object that my discussion of altruismand revenge is a
spur-of-the-momenteffort to save the rational-choicemodel from destruction
at the hands of behavioral economics. But in fact these are dimensions of
rationalitythat I have been writingaboutfor many years.25
One more step is necessary to give a complete account of the concept of
fairnessas used by JST. We must considerwhy a person may become indignant not only when his own rights are infringedbut also when anotherperson's rights are infringed. The key is altruism(so positive altruismlies at the
base of negative altruism). This is easy to understandin the case in which
the person whose rights have been infringedis a relative or close friend. But
it is operative even when he is a stranger. For in that case the "fooling the
instincts"phenomenonis in play and the attenuatedbut nonetheless positive
altruisticfeelings that we have even for complete strangersengenders a corresponding indignation if the stranger'srights are infringed. This analysis
may explain what has long puzzled moral philosophers-why we are more
indignant at the driver who runs down a child carelessly than at the more
careless driver who throughsheer luck misses the child.26 The altruisticin24. See J. Hirshleifer, Natural Economy versus Political Economy, 1 J. SOC. & BIOLOGICAL
STRUCTURES
319, 332, 334 (1978); Robert L. Trivers, The Evolution of Reciprocal Altruism, 46 Q.
REV. BIOLOGY35,49 (1971).
25. See, e.g., William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, Altruism in Law and Economics, 90
AM. ECON. REV., May 1978, Papers & Proceedings, at 417; Richard A. Posner, Retribution and
Related Concepts of Punishment, 9 J. LEGALSTUD.71 (1980).
26. See, e.g., BERNARD WILLIAMS, MAKING SENSE OF HUMANITY, AND OTHER
PHILOSOPHICAL
PAPERS 1982-1993, at 241 (1995); BERNARD WILLIAMS,MORAL LUCK:
PHILOSOPHICAL
PAPERS1973-1980, at 20 (1981) (analyzing the interplay between luck or chance
and moral judgments).
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stinct is triggeredin the first case but not the second. We are hurtby the loss
of the child even though it is not our own child.
IV. THE ULTIMATUM GAME AND THE ENDOWMENT EFFECT

The ultimatumgame27is one of JST's principal examples of what they
consider the empirical failures of rational-choiceeconomics. The explanation they give for why the proposer will offer more than a penny, even
though a refusal of his offer would make the respondentworse off by that
penny, is that proposerand respondentshare a concept of fairness.28This is
just a labeling of the result of the game; the process that generatesit remains
mysterious in their analysis. We can make progress by viewing the game
through the lens of negative altruism. To gain anything from playing the
game, the proposerhas to make an offer generous enough to induce the respondentto accept. As this necessity exists whether or not the proposerhas
any sense of fairness, there is nothing even remotely irrational-hence nothing that requires a concept of fairness to explain-about his offering more
than a penny. So we can forget about the proposerand concentrateon the
respondent,and ask, "Why won't he take the penny?" For the same reason
that I would not kiss Professor Sunstein's feet for $1,000. The offer of the
penny would signal to the respondentthe proposer's belief that the respondent holds a low supposalof his own worth,thathe is gratefulfor scraps,that
he accepts being ill-used, thathe has no pride, no sense of honor. This weakspiritedcreatureis just the type who in a prepolitical,vengeance-basedsociety would have been stamped on by his aggressive neighbors and, thus deprived of resources, have left few offspring. The neighbors would have
trampledon his rights because they would have known that he had no sense
of having any rights and was in any event too diffident to act in defense of
them. It is from the aggressive neighbors that we modems are descended,
and we reveal our pridefulgenetic heritagein a wide variety of settings, one
of which is the ultimatumgame. The game itself shows that this heritage
continues to be rational in a range of instances-it is what enables the respondents in the ultimatumgame, and their counterpartsin analogous realworld situations,to avoid complete defeat. The vengeful spirit was the basis
of the nuclear deterrentthat contributed,perhaps vitally, to maintaining a
semblance of world peace (or at least to avoiding a world war) for half a
century. It is the basis of most reportingof crime in those situations,which
are common, in which neitherthe victim of the crime nor any otherpotential
reporteror witness of it anticipatesa selfish gain from reporting.
27. The game is simple. A is given an amountof money. He can offer as littleor as muchof
it as he pleases to B. If B acceptsthe offer,A gets to keep the rest;if B refuses,neithergets anything.
28. JST,supranote 1, at 1492.
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I would like to see a series of ultimatum-gameexperimentsin which the
proposersmake the same offers to respondentswho differ both among themselves and from the proposersin age, sex, income, and education,viewed as
proxies for or sources of differences in status, self-esteem, or other plausible
correlatesof the sense of pride that causes respondentsin the game to reject
chintzy offers. We might learnhow closely the ultimatumgame corresponds
to status struggles among chimpanzeesand othermonkeys who resemble our
proto-humanancestors.
I mentioned signaling, but not to suggest that the respondentin the ultimatum game is seeking a reputationfor toughness because he expects to be
playing the game again with the same proposer. That would be an easy case
for rational-choiceanalysis. The difficult case is where there is no prospect
of repeatplay. In that case the response of turningdown an insultingly low
offer is in a narrow sense emotional ratherthan rational, but in a broader
sense rational because the emotion that generates it is part of a cognitiveemotional complex that enables the making of commitmentsthat are rational
ex ante.
The endowment effect is related to the ultimatum game. The only
"rights"in prehistoric society would have been possessory rights, and so
people who didn't cling to what they had would have been at a disadvantage.
This may explain the coffee-mugs experimentdiscussed by JST. The example itself illustratesa quirk, a vestige of a rationaladaptationto a vanished
situation, though I shall suggest a fully rational explanation shortly. The
more common case of the endowmenteffect the case in which the good that
one is asked to part with has been one's own for a long time, can be understood in straightforwardrational-choiceterms.29To begin with, anyone who
owns a good, except the marginalowner, values it above the marketprice.
This implies that owners of the good as a class value it more than nonowners
do-if they didn't, they would sell it to the nonowners. A furtherexplanation drawson the idea of rationaladaptivepreference-we rationallyadaptto
what we have, and would incurnew costs to adaptto somethingnew. A person who is blinded in an accident must incur costs to adaptto being blinded.
But a blind person who througha doctor's negligence fails to regain his sight
has already adaptedto being blind, so his loss of (prospective) sight is less
than the sighted person's loss of sight.
It may be objected that to speak of adaptivepreferences, as of multiple
selves, violates the rational-choiceeconomist's normal assumptionof stable
preferences. But obviously people's preferences change, so all the economist can mean by the assumptionis that ordinarilyit is facile and uninteresting to explain a change in behavior (for example, a fall in demand for some
29. The analysis that follows is drawn from RICHARDA. POSNER,ECONOMIC
ANALYSISOF

LAW20, 95-96 (5th ed., 1998).
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good as a result of an increase in its relative price) by saying that peoples'
preferences changed; that is like "explaining"irrationalbehavior by saying
that people aren't always rational-which is a true statement,but not a helpful one. Rejecting the facile invocation of preferencechanges doesn't place
beyond the bounds of economics the explanationfor why certainundoubted
preferencechanges do occur.30
Surveys of attitudestoward nationalparks and other recreationalpublic
lands reveal dramatic endowment effects. Asked how much money they
would demandto sell their rights to use such lands, people give much higher
figures than when they are asked what they would offer to buy such rights.
This disparityneed not be thought irrational. It may simply reflect the absence of close substitutes for access to national parks.3' The absence of a
close substitute for a good implies that it could not be replaced easily if it
were lost. And so the owner demandsa high price to part with it. But if he
doesn't own it, he may be unwilling to pay a high price for it because he
doesn't know what he is missing, since by hypothesis nothing he owns is
much like it.
These examples not only are more importantthan the coffee-mugs game
but also offer greater insight into normal human behavior. In a modem
economy, the sale of goods and services (other than labor) is to a considerable extent professionalized. Most individuals,includingvirtuallyall university students-the principal experimentalsubjects of behavioral economics,
which relies much more heavily than standardeconomics does on experiments-are buyers but not sellers. When we do have something to sell, we
usually sell throughmiddlemen, such as real estate brokers, ratherthan directly to the ultimate consumer. Experimentalsituations in which the subjects are asked to tradewith each other are artificial,and so we cannot have
much confidence that the resultsgeneralizeto real markets.
If the endowment effect makes sense from a rational-choiceperspective
in a variety of real-world settings, the coffee-mugs example may illustrate
nothing more mysteriousthanthe operationof habit-which is not irrational.
Habitualbehavior occurs when cost and benefit are time-dependentand cost
is negatively relatedto time and benefit positively relatedto it.32 Not only is
it cheaperto brushone's teeth afterbrushinghas become habitual,but to stop
brushing(maybe in response to convincing evidence that it was actually bad
30. On the economics of preference formation, see generally GARYS. BECKER,ACCOUNTING
FORTASTES(1996).
31. See Daniel S. Levy & David Friedman, The Revenge of the Redwoods? Reconsidering
Property Rights and the Economic Allocation of Natural Resources, 61 U. CHI. L. REV. 493, 49495 (1994).
32. Marcel Boyer, Rational Demand and Expenditures Patterns under Habit Formation, 31 J.
ECON.THEORY27 (1983). The obverse case-cost positively, benefit negatively, related to timeis that of boredom.
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for one's teeth) would make one uncomfortable. Breaking a habit, like
breaking an addiction (an extreme example of habit), causes withdrawal
symptoms, though in the case of a mere habit they usually are slight and
fleeting. Habit-formationis one way in which "learningby doing" works;
tasks are performedmore quickly and with less effort when they become habitual. If acting in accordancewith the endowmenteffect is rationallyhabitual because of the real-worldexamples given earlier (such as rational adaptive preference), this may explain the outcome of the coffee-mugs experiment, even though thatoutcome is irrationalif habit is ignored.
My analysis of the ultimatumgame and the endowment effect has made
use of signaling theory, game theory, and the economics of informationand
of habit, but all these now are accepted, and most of them familiar,elements
of rational-choicemodels. Of course, enriching the rational-choicemodel
runs a risk similar to that of behavioraleconomics, of explaining nothing by
explaining everything. On this groundthere are still economists who resist
incorporatingrisk aversion into the utility function. But the success of modern economists in enriching the simplest rational-choice models, not only
with risk aversionand risk preferencebut also with altruism,time preference,
positive informationcosts, and strategicand habitualbehavior,without sacrificing falsifiability, furnishes a basis for optimism about the power and resilience of rational-choiceeconomics.
There is still anotherpoint: Rational-choiceeconomics makes the analyst think hard. Faced with anomalousbehavior, the rational-choiceeconomist, unlike the behavioraleconomist, doesn't respond, "Of course, what do
you expect?" Troubled,puzzled, challenged, he wracks his brains for some
theoretical extension or modification that will accommodate the seeming
anomaly to the assumptionof rationality. From these efforts have come the
advances in economic theory listed in the precedingparagraph.It is possible
that the major fruit of behavioraleconomics will be the stimulus it provides
to new and betterrational-choicetheorizing.
V. CRIME,OPTIMISM,ANDCHILDBIRTH

That JST have given up on rational-choicetheory too soon is further
shown by their discussion of criminals' discounting of future punishments.
They believe that such discountingis hyperbolicand that this refutes the rational-choice approachto crime and punishment. I am not convinced, although for the reason explained earlier I do not regardhyperbolic discounting as necessarily inconsistentwith rationalityin any event.
A peculiarity of criminalpunishment,when it takes the form of imprisonment, is that a reduction in its probabilitycannot easily be offset by an
increase in its severity. The only way to increase severity is to add prison
time at the end of the criminal's sentence. If the sentence is already long,
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any incrementsof length will have little weight in the criminal's calculations,
simply because of ordinary, not hyperbolic, discounting. For example,
lengthening a prison sentence from twenty to twenty-five years will increase
its disutility (in "presentvalue" terms, that is, as reckoned by the defendant
when he is deciding whetherto commit a criminalact that would expose him
to such a punishment)by much less than twenty-five percent; at a discount
rate of ten percent,the increasewill be only about six percent.
But I am willing to grantthat many criminalsare hyperbolic discounters
ratherthan merely ordinarydiscounters. Indeed I think it likely. For we
must consider, as JST do not, the selection effects of a criminalpunishment
system. If the system is designed to deter, then criminals-the part of the
populationthat is not deterred-will not be a randomdraw from the population, just as lunatics are not a randomdraw. We can expect the undeterrable
to have peculiar traits,including, in a system in which punishmenttakes the
form of imprisonment, an abnormal indifference to future consequences.
Most criminalsare not very intelligent,and this may make it hardfor them to
imagine future pains. This does not show that a criminal justice system
should be designed on the assumptionthat the populationof potential criminals is dominatedby hyperbolicdiscounters.
What is true is that any personaldiscount rate33higher than necessary to
adjust for the risk of death is suspect from the narrowest rational-choice
standpoint,as it implies an arbitrarypreferencefor present over future consumption. But this presentorientationcan be profitablyanalyzed in terms of
rationalchoice, as I suggested earlier,either throughthe concept of multiple
selves (the present self is in control of a person's present actions, and disvalues the welfare of the person's futureselves) or because of informationcosts
that make it difficult to imagine our state of mind in the future.34
Selection effects also explain some, at least, of the phenomenonof overoptimism. People are more likely to want to enter an activity if they think
they will do well in it. But the competitionamong such people will reduce
the likelihood of success, so that viewed ex post their original expectations
will seem inflated.
JST's most interesting,and from the standpointof law and public policy
potentially most important,example of a departurefrom rationalityis that of
mandatedchildbirthhealth insurance. The fact that wages in the study they

33. A termI use to distinguishinterestrates,which are a functionnot only of time preferences, defaultrisk, and administrativecosts but also of the supply of capital,from nonmonetary
discountrates. Interestratesmightbe high not becausepeople had a strongpreferencefor present
over futureconsumptionbutbecausecapitalwas scarceforunrelatedreasons.
34. See BECKER,
supranote 30, at 10-12; GaryS. Becker& Casey B. Mulligan,On the EndogenousDeterminationof TimePreference,112 Q.J.ECON.729 (1997).
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cite35fell by the full cost of the coverage does imply that the workersvalued
the coverage at its full cost even though,before it was imposed on them, they
would not have valued it that highly. The implicationthat JST draw is that
the imposition of the coverage changed the women's preferences;something
they didn't like before they had it they did like once they got it, just as in the
case of the coffee mugs.
Yet their interpretationof the study is at best suggestive:
1. It is based only on the one study, the results of which could be due to
noise in the data-which is why a single study provides only a weak basis for conclusions.
2. There is once again a selection problem-or rathertwo such problems:
a. Women planning to have children will be attractedto employments
in which childbirth insurance is available,36thus competing down
wages.
b. Given the insurance,women will be more likely to have children,
and this will make them less productiveand lower theirwages.
3. The authorof the study speculates that the insurancemay have resulted
in an excessive numberof Cesareansections from a cost-benefit standpoint37-indicating a thoroughlyrationalreactionby the women and the
medical profession to the availabilityof a new funding source for obstetrical procedures.
4. Not the study itself (which does not mention behavioraleconomics) but
JST's analysis of it arbitrarilycombines the premises of behavioraleconomics with those of rational-choiceeconomics. JST assume of course
that employees are governed in their employment behavior by the endowment effect. But they also assume that if, before the law made
childbirthinsurancecoverage mandatory,employees had valued such insurance at its cost or higher, employers would have offered it without
any proddingby government. The fact that they did not (except rarely)
offer it is taken by JST to imply that the employees did not value it at
more than its cost. But this is to assume that before the law was passed
employers and employees alike were perfectly rational. Of course, before the law was passed, the endowmenteffect was not in play. But the
endowment effect is only one of a numberof irrationalitiesthat JST believe, or ought as a matterof consistency to believe, pervade labor mar35. JonathanGruber,TheIncidenceof MandatedMaternityBenefits,84 AM.ECON.REV.622
(1994).
36. It is unclearfromGruber'sarticlewhatexceptionsif any the statelaws thatwere his principal subjectmade in coverage. But even if all employedpeople were fully covered, the laws
would tend to attractwomen of childbearingage and intentionsfromthe home into paid employment.
37. Gruber,supranote 35, at 640.
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kets, just like other markets. Why do they think that none of them was
operativebefore the impositionof mandatorychildbirthinsurance?
Despite these reservations,I accept that the study provides some support
for the existence of the endowmenteffect, and anyway I gave other examples
of the effect-I don't question its existence. And so I repeat what I said at
the outset: JST are on to something. But what they are on to is a set of phenomena that rational-choiceeconomics and evolutionarybiology, systems of
thought that have parallel structures,being both founded on the concept of
rationalitythat I defined at the outset, can, I predict, do more with than behavioral economics as conceived by JST. I have emphasizedthe evolutionary biology of what they call "fairness,"but the cognitive quirks and weakness of will may also be explicable in terms of evolutionarybiology though
not of rationalchoice. We need only imagine the kind of cognitive equipment that would be optimal in the prehistoricenvironmentto which early
man adapted: when thinkingorientedto the distant future or to understanding low-probability events or to balancing immediate impressions against
subtler inferences would have had only limited survival value; when language was in so rudimentarya state that a picture was indeed worth a thousand words (hence the availabilityheuristic, as illustratedby the reaction to
horror movies, the "seen" live lobster, and pornography);when optimism
was essential to keep one going in conditions of wretched adversity; and
when emotionalityin such forms as moralisticindignationwas indispensable
to the making of credible commitmentsessential to survival. The adaptations thatwere rationalthen may not be entirelyrationalnow.
VI. THEEMPIRICAL
EVIDENCEFORJST'S CLAIMS

JST make exaggeratedclaims for the empiricalrobustnessof behavioral
economics. The problem of extrapolatingto normal human behavior from
behavior in unusual experimentalsettings, as with the trading of the coffee
mugs, is obvious, and is not addressedin the paper. One would like to know
the theoretical or empirical basis for supposing that the experimentalenvironmentis relevantlysimilarto the real world. That would be the first question an experimentalscientist would address. Selection effects suggest that
the experimental and real-world environments will differ systematically.
The experimentalsubjects are chosen more or less randomly;but people are
not randomlysortedto jobs and otheractivities. People who cannotcalculate
probabilitieswill either avoid gambling, if they know their cognitive weakness, or, if they do not, will soon be wiped out and thus be forced to discontinue gambling. People who are unusually "fair"will avoid (or, again, be
forced out of) roughhouse activities-including highly competitive businesses, trial lawyering, and the academic rat race. Hyperbolic discounters
will avoid the financial-servicesindustry. These selection effects will not
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work perfectly, but they are likely to drive a big wedge between experimental and real-worldconsequences of irrationality. An interestingstudy would
be to compare the subsequent career paths, and earnings, of students who
score high in rationalityin experimentsconductedby behavioraleconomists
with those who score low.
The nonexperimentalevidence that JST discuss is thin (althoughthere is
some more evidence in the studies they cite in their footnotes but do not discuss). I mentioned the study of mandatedchildbirthinsurance, which is a
good deal less conclusive than JST suggest. To show that parties to lawsuits
do not recontractafter the plaintiff has succeeded in obtaining an injunction,
which is offered as proof that the Coase Theorem is false,38they rely on an
unpublished,and I believe uncompleted,study by WardFarnsworththat has
a sample size (20) too small to be statisticallysignificant. And if the courts
in his study "got it right"-that is, grantedinjunctionsonly in cases in which
the plaintiff had more to gain from it thanthe defendanthad to lose from itthere would be be no occasion for a correctivetransaction. This possibility
will complicate the interpretationof Farsworth's findings even if, when the
study is completed, they turn out to be as JST hope. In fact, I am about to
suggest that the opposite findings would pose a greaterchallenge to rationalchoice theory.
JST generalize from Farsworth's study that "[o]nce people have received a court judgment, they are unwilling to negotiate with the opposing
party."39In fact it is not unusualfor partiesto settle a case afterjudgment in
the trial court, ratherthan take their chances with an appeal.40 But maybe
JST meant to confine their observationto cases in which a judgment has become final after exhaustion of appellateremedies. If so, it greatly weakens
the inference they wish to draw from Farsworth's study, that the endowment effect prevents advantageouspostjudgmenttransfers. If a case that has
become final throughexhaustionof appellateremedies could have been settled, because the remedy sought by the plaintiff would cost the defendant
38. I don't thinkJST actuallymeanthatthe theoremis false; they are speakingloosely. The
theoremis a tautology. See RonaldH. Coase, TheProblemof Social Cost, 3 J. L. & ECON.1
(1960). They mustmeanthatif the theoremis recastas the hypothesisthatthe assignmentof property rightsis irrelevantif transactioncosts are lowerthanthe benefitsof reassigningthe rights,the
hypothesisis false.
39. JST,supranote 1, at 1500.
40. Federalcourtsof appealshave settlementofficersto facilitatethe settlementof cases on
appeal. The settlementoffices, usuallyof two or threeofficers,are expectedto reducethejudges'

caseload by about ten percent, see RICHARDA. POSNER,THEFEDERAL
COURTS:CHALLENGE
AND
REFORM239-240 (1996), thoughthis is probablyoveroptimistic.Manycases are settledon appeal

withoutthe help of the settlementofficers,even thoughthe cost savingsfromsuch a settlementare
limited,since most of the expensesof litigationwill havebeen incurredalready. Abouta quarterof
all cases filed in the federalcourtsof appealsare disposedof, beforefull briefing,withoutjudicial
action. See id. at 72 tbl.3.6. An unknown,butnot trivial,percentageof these aresettled,alongwith
a very smallpercentageof cases briefedandarguedbutnot yet decided.
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more than it would benefit the plaintiff, the case would have been settled
earlier-at the latest after the judgment in the trial court and before the appeal. And this point suggests that Farsworth's findings (if they hold up)
vindicate ratherthan challenge rationality. For if the parties waited until after all appeal rights had been exhausted to work out the value-maximizing
resolution of their dispute-if final judgments turnedout to be the preliminary to negotiations that undid them-it would mean that the parties had irrationallyfailed to economize on theirexpenses of litigation.
In supportof a radical proposal for curtailingtort liability by requiring
plaintiffs to bear a heightenedburdenof proving negligence, JST rely on impressionistic evidence thatjuries are too favorableto plaintiff. JST ascribe
this alleged favoritismto the hindsightfallacy.41 They glide over the possibility that it might be actuatedby considerationsof "fairness,"perhaps distributive in nature-the sense that defendants or their insurers have "deep
pockets"to pay for the plaintiffs injuries. Appeals to fairnessare ubiquitous
in tort cases.42 But my main criticism is of basing so radical a proposal on
such limited evidence.
The authors commend, without any evidence, proposals for entrusting
risk regulationto insulatedbodies of civil servants(shades of the Progressive
era and the New Deal) without explaining why these civil servants could be
expected to be immunefrom cognitive quirksand weakness of will.43
In supportof an argumentthat the availabilityheuristichas given rise to
"legislation by anecdote," JST offer their own anecdote, about how the
highly publicized rash of illnesses of people living near Love Canalgave rise
to the Superfund law: "The behavioral account of Superfund is that the
availability of 'Love Canal' as a symbol for the problem of abandonedhazardous waste dumps greatly intensifiedpublic concern, to the point where a
legislative response became nearly inevitable,no matterwhat the actual facts
might be."44 I do not understandwhat this narrative,plausible though it is,
owes to behavioraleconomics or to any other organizedbody of thought. In
this example, the "availabilityheuristic"is equatedto anecdotalevidence. It
is entirely rationalfor people to rely on anecdotalevidence in the absence of
betterevidence, just as it is rationalfor them to rely on an advocate's known
41. Oddly, the authors'own discussionof the equity-premium
puzzle is an exampleof the
hindsightfallacy. They infer thatpeople are irrationallyrisk averse fromthe fact, knownonly in
hindsight,thatif you had invested$1 in stocksratherthanbondsin 1926 your choice would have
been triumphantly
vindicatedin 1997by theperformanceof the stockmarketduringthatinterval.
42. See, e.g., JamesA. Henderson,JudicialRelianceon PublicPolicy:An EmpiricalAnalysis

of Products Liability Decisions, 59 GEO.WASH.L. REV. 1570, 1595-97 (1991).

43. Perhaps"commend"is too strong;but I takeJST'sreferenceto "JusticeBreyer'splea for
an insulatedbody of specializedcivil servants,entrustedwith the job of comparingrisks and ensuringthatresourcesare devotedto the most seriousproblems,"JST,supra note 1, at 1544, to be
endorsement.
44. Id. at 1521.
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characterfor probity in the absence of evidence that would enable the truth
of his proposals to be verified directly. Limited informationmust not be
confused with irrationality. When people react to a plane crash by refusing
to fly for a period of time, they are not necessarily acting irrationally;for
until the cause of the crash is known, there is some unknownprobabilitythat
it is a portentof worsening airline safety. People who exaggeratethe risk of
being murderedbecause the media overreportdeath from murderrelative to
other deaths are not irrational;they simply do not have enough information
to form a correct assessment of the risk. And imitative behavior ("conformation")is not irrational,because the behaviorof other people is often a reliable guide to what you should do to maximize your own welfare, unless
you think you have very differentpreferences,or face different constraints,
from otherpeople.
JST cite a study which hypothesizedthat each side in teacher collectivebargaining negotiations, in seeking to bolster its negotiating position with
data on teachers' wages in comparable communities, would "adopt selfservingjudgments about which communitiesare 'comparable,'and impasses
may result from such judgments."45This is about as surprisingas the fact
that each side in a lawsuit will make self-serving judgments about which
cases provide the closest analogies to the case at hand or which facts are
most probative. JST contendthat the strategicincentive to make self-serving
judgments was eliminated in the collective-bargainingstudy by the fact that
"the only audience for the responses in the study was the study's authors."46
This contention is naive. Negotiators are unlikely to drop their (rational)
biases when talking to professors, especially since they may lack confidence
that their disclosures will remain confidential. JST are correct that there is
such a thing as role bias, that it is common among lawyers and negotiators,
and that it may be a factor in why not all cases settle, though most do. But
the particularstudy adds nothingto the intuition.
To demonstratethe power of behavioraleconomics to explain laws that
stump the conventional economist, JST merge usury laws, which have nothing to do with shortages;the avoidanceof price gouging, which is not a legal
imposition but a presumablycompensatedbuffer of the risks faced by customers;and laws againstticket scalping, which are in force in fewer than half
the states and which coexist mysteriouslywith laws permittingticket brokers
to buy in bulk from the theaterand resell at "scalpers"prices.
The lack of relationbetween usury laws and the other two types of law is
shown by the fact thatthere is no "referencepoint"interestrate and therefore
no benchmark for triggering the sense of indignation that is the relevant
component of JST's concept of fairness. Lenders do not typically refuse to
45. Id. at 1502.
46. Id.
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lend to risky borrowers at above-marketrates, whatever exactly "market"
means in this context. Banks quote a prime rate,but not necessarily the same
rate, to their best customers and charge everyone else-that is, the riskier
borrowers-more. (All a "primerate"means is the bank's best interestrate
for unsecured loans.) Mortgage lenders charge varying numbers of points.
Bonds, a form of loan, are rated for risk, and the lower-rated bonds pay
higher interest rates without anyone crying "usury!" Credit card interest is
much higher than bank-loaninterest. Long-terminterestrates usually differ
from short-termrates. Interestrates on securedloans are lower than those on
unsecured loans. Interestrates fluctuate with inflation, and of course with
the demand for and the supply of capital. Even in consumer credit transactions, the focus of the modem usury laws, there is no uniformity in interest
rates, as many of my examples show. And can these laws have any effect
today, when one considers that credit card and installment credit interest
rates often approachtwenty percentyet are perfectly lawful?
What may have misled JST is that if a borrowerhas a really high risk of
default, there may be no interestrate that will make the loan worthwhile to
either lender or borrower. This is especially likely because the higher the
interest rate, the greaterthe risk of default, since an interest rate is a fixed
ratherthan a variablecost of the borrower. This is why the riskiest loans and
resulting astronomicalinterestrates are the domain of the loan shark, who,
facing an unusuallyhigh risk of default,employs the threatof force in lieu of
the milderremediesthat are all that are availableto the legal lender.
JST suggest that the same concept of fairness that explains usury laws,
price-gouging laws, and ticket-scalpinglaws explains laws forbiddingprostitutionand refusing to enforce surrogate-motherhood
contracts,laws forbidthe
sale
of
and
and
laws
ding
body parts
political votes,
refusing to enforce
the contractingaroundof laws againstrace and sex. This is a heterogeneous
collection of laws, and to refer them to "pervasivejudgments about fairness"47is not to explain them. JST must explain what all these laws have in
common, must give some form and content to their idea of "fairness,"and
must consider more carefully the possibility of competing explanations for
the laws, such as that they serve politically powerful special interestsor are a
product of misunderstandingsunrelated to any of the three "boundeds."
(Voters have little incentive to become well informed about policies, especially since they vote for representativesratherthan for the policies themselves.) For example, limits on adoption prices (limits inaccurately described as bans on "babyselling") are supportedby nonprofitadoptionagencies, which are concerned about competition from profit-making adoption
agencies, and by public ignoranceof the consequencesof price ceilings.

47. Id. at 1516.
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VII. NORMATIVE
ISSUES

I have been focusing on the significance of behavioral economics for
positive analysis, but I wish to note briefly its normative implications-if
any. On the one hand,the pictureof the humanbeing that JST draw is one of
unstablepreferencesand, what turnsout to be related,infinite manipulability.
If you give a worker childbirthcoverage, she'll like it (endowment effect);
but if you don't give it to her, she'll dislike it (more precisely, won't want to
pay for it in lower wages). If you describe the threatof breast cancer to a
woman in one way, she'll want a mammogram,but if you describe it in another although logically equivalent way, she won't. It seems then that the
politically insulated corps of experts that JST favor would be charged with
determiningthe populace's authenticpreferences,which sounds totalitarian
to me. On the other hand, nothing in JST's analysis exempts "experts"from
the cognitive quirks, from weakness of will, or from concerns with fairness.
The expert,too, is behavioralman. Behavioralman behaves in unpredictable
ways. Dare we vest responsibilityfor curingirrationalityin the irrational?
One might have thoughtthat behavioraleconomics had at least one clear
normative implication: that efforts should be made through education and
perhaps psychiatry to cure the cognitive quirks and weakness of will that
prevent people from acting rationallywith no offsetting gains. Even if as I
believe the sunk-costs fallacy has biological roots, it should not be impossible to educatepeople out of it. Behavioraltherapyhas enabled many people
to overcome their fear of flying, which I suspect has more tenacious biological roots. JST treatthe irrationalitiesthat form the subject matterof behavioral economics as unalterableconstituentsof human personality. All their
suggestions for legal reform are of devices for getting around, rather than
dispelling, our irrationaltendencies-which, fortunately,they exaggerate.

